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Data movement between main memory and the processor is
a key contributor to the execution time and energy consumption
of memory-intensive applications. This data movement bottleneck can be alleviated using Processing-in-Memory (PiM). One
category of PiM is Processing-using-Memory (PuM), in which
computation takes place inside the memory array by exploiting
intrinsic analog properties of the memory device. PuM yields
high throughput and efficiency, but supports a limited range
of operations. As a result, PuM architectures cannot efficiently
perform some complex operations (e.g., multiplication, division,
exponentiation) without sizeable increases in chip area and design complexity.
To overcome this limitation in DRAM-based PuM architectures, we introduce pLUTo (processing-using-memory with
lookup table (LUT) operations), a DRAM-based PuM architecture that leverages the high area density of DRAM to enable
the massively parallel storing and querying of lookup tables
(LUTs). The use of LUTs enables pLUTo to efficiently execute
complex operations in-memory via memory reads (i.e., LUT
queries) instead of relying on complex extra logic or performing
long sequences of DRAM commands. pLUTo outperforms the
optimized CPU and GPU baselines in performance/energy efficiency by an average of 1960×/307× and 4.2×/4× across the evaluated workloads, and by 33×/8× and 110×/80× for the LeNet-5
quantized neural network. pLUTo outperforms a state-of-the-art
PiM baseline by 50×/342× in performance/energy efficiency.
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array [35, 74], e.g., near the DRAM banks, or 2) integrated
into the logic layer of 3D-stacked memories [62, 85]. PnM
enables the design of flexible substrates that support a diverse
range of operations. However, the design and fabrication of
PnM architectures is subject to significant challenges that
limit their performance and scalability. For example, in nearbank PnM architectures [35, 74], the limited number of metal
layers in DRAM [101, 121] impedes the fabrication of fast
logic transistors [35, 52] for the near-bank processors. In 3Dstacked memories, the limited area and thermal budget of the
logic layer impose additional constraints. All these design and
fabrication issues lead to wimpy PnM cores, which cannot
exploit the entire DRAM bandwidth [37, 52, 92].
In contrast, PuM architectures enable computation within
the memory array. The key benefit of PuM architectures
is that data does not leave the memory unit during computation. As a result, PuM architectures can provide high compute throughput by performing operations in a bulk parallel
manner, often at the granularity of memory rows. Prior PuM
works propose mechanisms for the execution of bitwise operations (e.g., AND/OR/XOR) [46, 106, 108] and arithmetic operations [33, 34, 83, 114]. However, these proposals result in high
latency and energy consumption for the execution of some
complex operations (e.g., multiplication, division) [54], while
other operations (e.g., exponentiation, binarization) are not
supported.
One approach to increase the operation support and/or their
efficiency in PuM architectures is to perform computation using lookup tables (LUTs) [34, 47]. Under LUT-based computing,
the results of complex functions are precomputed or memoized
and stored in a LUT. A LUT query is a memory read operation
that returns the result of a function f (x) for an input value x.
Several prior PuM architecture proposals [34, 47, 114] exploit
LUT-based computing to improve the performance of specific
complex operations (e.g., multiplication [34]). However, none
of these proposals provides support for the general-purpose
execution of LUT-based complex operations.
Our goal in this work is to extend the functionality of
DRAM-based PuM to provide support for complex operations via
the bulk querying of LUTs. To this end, we propose pLUTo:
processing-using-memory with lookup table (LUT) operations, a
DRAM-based PuM architecture that leverages LUT-based computing to perform complex operations beyond the scope of

1. Introduction
Processing-in-Memory (PiM) is a promising paradigm that
augments a system’s memory with compute capability [48,
50, 88, 89, 113] to alleviate the data movement bottleneck between the processing units and the memory units of computing systems [26, 32, 66, 80, 89, 93, 99, 116, 119, 122]. PiM architectures can be classified into one of two categories [50]:
1) Processing-near-Memory (PnM), where computation
takes place in processing elements located near the memory
array [35, 62, 74, 79, 85, 100, 105], and 2) Processing-usingMemory (PuM), where computation takes place inside the
memory array by exploiting intrinsic analog properties of the
memory device [33, 46, 54, 83, 106, 108].
In PnM architectures, data is transferred from the DRAM
to nearby processors or specialized accelerators, which are
either 1) part of the DRAM chip, but separate from the memory
1

prior PuM proposals. pLUTo introduces a novel LUT-querying
mechanism, the pLUTo LUT Query, which enables the simultaneous querying of multiple LUTs stored in a single memory array. Each LUT may contain up to as many entries as
there are rows in each memory subarray (for DDR4, about
512 rows [70]). The design of pLUTo requires the following
two reasonable modifications to DRAM hardware: 1) row
sweeping logic, which enables the sweeping of memory rows,
i.e., the successive activation of consecutive memory rows in
a memory array; 2) match logic, which identifies matches
between the elements in the input row and the index of the
currently active row in the subarray which holds the LUTs. We
describe three pLUTo designs: pLUTo-GSA, pLUTo-BSA, and
pLUTo-GMC. Each of these designs achieves a different tradeoff between area overhead and performance/energy efficiency.
To enable a seamless integration of pLUTo with the system,
we describe the stack of changes that enables a programmer
to offload their applications to pLUTo: this encompasses 1)
the development of source code which includes pLUTo ISA
instructions, 2) a compiler which analyzes the application’s
data dependency graph to determine the optimal intra- and
inter-row data allocation mapping, and 3) a pLUTo controller
and runtime library that monitor the allocation of pLUTo data
structures and oversee the execution of pLUTo operations
throughout the application’s runtime.
We evaluate pLUTo for a diverse range of operations,
including bitwise (e.g., AND/OR/XOR), arithmetic (e.g., 4-bit
addition and multiplication), and nonlinear functions (e.g.,
cryptographic substitution tables, image binarization, and
LUT-based image color grading). We compare pLUTo to
state-of-the-art processor-centric architectures (CPU [63],
GPU [91], FPGA [125]) and PiM architectures (PnM [62],
PuM [54, 83, 108]) across four arithmetic operations (4- and
8-bit addition, 8- and 16-bit fixed-point multiplication), seven
workloads (e.g., 8-, 16-, and 32-bit CRC, Image Binarization,
Image Color Grading), and one quantized neural network case
study. Our evaluations show that pLUTo consistently outperforms these baselines, especially when normalizing to area
overhead. We make the following key contributions:
• We introduce pLUTo, a DRAM-based PuM architecture that
enables support for general-purpose LUT-based generalpurpose/complex operations.
• We propose three different pLUTo designs with different
trade-offs in area overhead, energy efficiency, and performance.
• We describe the end-to-end system integration of pLUTo,
which encompasses a set of ISA extensions, the specification
for the compilation procedure of pLUTo source code, and
dedicated hardware structures that augment DRAM with
the required bookkeeping abilities.
• We evaluate pLUTo using arithmetic, bitwise logic, cryptographic, image processing, and neural network workloads
and compare it to CPU [63], GPU [91], FPGA [125], and
recent PiM [54, 62, 83, 108] architectures.

2. Background
This section describes the hierarchical organization of DRAM
and provides an overview of relevant prior work.

2.1. DRAM Background

SubarrayN-1
Local Row Buffer
SubarrayN-2

512
rows

Bank Row Decoder

A DRAM chip contains multiple memory banks (8 for DDR3, 16
for DDR4), and I/O circuitry. As shown in Figure 1, each bank
is further divided into subarrays, which are two-dimensional
arrays of memory cells. The DRAM subarrays in a bank share
peripheral circuitry (e.g., row decoders). Each cell contains
one capacitor and one access transistor. The capacitor encodes
a single bit as stored electrical charge. The memory cell transistor connects the capacitor to the bitline wire. Each bitline
is shared by all memory cells in a column, and connects to
a sense amplifier. The set of sense amplifiers in a subarray
makes up the local row buffer.

Local Row Buffer
Subarray0
Local Row Buffer
Row Buffer

Bank

Sense Amplifiers

Subarray

Figure 1: The internal organization of DRAM banks.

Reading and writing data in DRAM occurs over three
phases: 1) Activation, 2) Reading/Writing, 3) Precharging.
During Activation, the wordline of the accessed row is driven
high. This turns on the row’s access transistors and creates
a path for charge sharing between each memory cell and its
bitline. This process induces a voltage fluctuation (±δ) in the
bitline, which is originally set at VDD /2. If the cell is charged,
the bitline voltage becomes VDD /2 + δ. Otherwise, it becomes
VDD /2 − δ. To read the value of the cell, the sense amplifiers
in the local row buffer amplify the fluctuation (±δ) recorded
by the bitline during Activation. Simultaneously, the original
charge level is restored to the memory cell’s capacitor. After
reading, data is sent to the CPU through the I/O circuitry and
the memory bus. During Precharging, the access transistors
are turned off, and all bitlines are restored to VDD /2.

2.2. DRAM Extensions
pLUTo optimizes key operations by incorporating the following previous proposals for enhanced DRAM architectures.
Inter-Subarray Data Copy. The LISA-RBM (Row Buffer
Movement) operation [30] copies the contents of one row
buffer to another row buffer in a different subarray, without
relying on the external memory channel. This is achieved by
linking neighboring subarrays with isolation transistors.
Subarray-Level Parallelism. MASA [70] is a mechanism
that enables subarray-level parallelism by overlapping the
latency of memory accesses directed to different subarrays.
Bitwise Operations. Ambit [108] introduces support for bulk
bitwise logic operations between rows in a DRAM subarray.
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Row Decoder

Our goal in this work is to introduce support for the inmemory execution of general-purpose operations. In particular, pLUTo is motivated by the following two key observations.
First, state-of-the-art PuM architectures [34, 83, 108] provide
very high throughput and energy efficiency by mitigating data
movement, but only support a limited range of operations. For
example, state-of-the-art in-situ DRAM-based specialized accelerators only support the execution of basic operations (e.g.,
addition, bitwise logic) [83, 108] or employ long sequences of
DRAM commands for more complex operations (e.g., multiplication, division) [54]. Second, LUTs can replace complex computations with cheaper lookup queries (i.e., memory reads).
pLUTo improves prior PuM works by leveraging their best
features (i.e., high parallelism, reduced data movement) and
addressing their main drawbacks (i.e., reduced range of supported operations and low performance/lack of support for
complex operations), and achieves this via the introduction of
the pLUTo LUT Query operation, which enables the simultaneous querying of all the values in a given input memory row
in bulk.
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Figure 2: (a) Main components of pLUTo. (b) LUT layout inside a pLUTo-enabled subarray. (c) Design of the pLUTo cell
and sense amplifier.

be the prime number sequence {3, 2, 3, 7}, in three steps. First,
the memory controller loads the input values from the source
subarray (not shown) into the source row buffer, as shown
in Figure 3 (b). Second, the memory controller issues a row
sweep operation (see Section 5.1.1) to quickly activate all rows
that hold LUT entries in sequence; after each activation, the
match logic checks for matches between the elements of the
source row buffer (i.e., the input vector of LUT indices) and
the index of the currently activated row in the pLUTo-enabled
subarray. If there is a match (see 1 in Figure 3 (c)), the contents
of the activated row at the matching locations are copied to
the destination row buffer (see 2 in Figure 3 (c)). Third, the
results of the pLUTo LUT Query are copied to the destination
row using a LISA-RBM command (see 3 in Figure 3 (c)), as
described in Section 2.2.

4. An Overview of pLUTo
The key contribution of pLUTo is the pLUTo LUT Query, a
mechanism that enables the simultaneous execution of a large
number of table lookups inside the memory array. To understand this operation, we first discuss the data layout of
the involved operands in memory, as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) shows an overview of the DRAM structures required
to support pLUTo’s operation. Three subarrays are involved:
1) the source subarray, which stores input data for the pLUTo
LUT Query, 2) the pLUTo-enabled subarray, which stores the
LUTs to be queried, and 3) the destination subarray, to which
the output data will be copied. LUT data is stored in the
pLUTo-enabled subarray as depicted in Figure 2 (b), i.e., so
that consecutive LUT entries are stored in consecutive memory
rows in the pLUTo-enabled subarray. For each LUT entry, all
the bits are stored horizontally (i.e., all in the same memory
row).
The pLUTo LUT Query. The pLUTo LUT Query enables
all the elements stored in a source row to query a LUT. We
illustrate the pLUTo LUT Query using a small example, which
employs a small LUT to store four prime numbers {2, 3, 5, 7}
at indices {0, 1, 2, 3}, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Four copies of
this LUT are stored in a pLUTo-enabled subarray, as shown
in Figure 3 (b): each row i contains repeated copies of the
element corresponding to the entry at the i-th index of the
LUT. pLUTo performs a pLUTo LUT Query with an example
input vector with values {1, 0, 1, 3}, for which the output will

5. pLUTo: A DRAM-based PuM Architecture
We introduce the architecture of pLUTo, which enables the
execution of basic pLUTo LUT Queries, and how we combine
it with available PuM-based operations [30, 70, 83, 108].

5.1. pLUTo Architecture
To enhance a DRAM subarray with pLUTo operations, we
1) change the row decoders and row buffer, and 2) build a
match logic unit that compares the values of each entry in the
source row with the value of the currently activated row and
identifies matches.
5.1.1. pLUTo-Enabled Row Decoder. To enhance the
DRAM row decoder, we enable a new functionality: row sweep.
Row sweep extends the self-refresh operation which already
exists in commodity DRAM [75] to quickly activate many
consecutive rows in sequence. The latency of the row sweep
operation is equal to (tRAS + tRP)×N , where tRAS is the time
that must elapse between an activate and a precharge command, tRP is the latency that must elapse between a precharge
command and the next activate command, and N is the total
3
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Figure 3: A pLUTo LUT Query: (a) a LUT containing the first four prime numbers, (b) the pLUTo-enabled subarray, and (c) steps
of the pLUTo LUT Query. This pLUTo LUT Query returns the i-th prime number for each element in the input row.

number of rows sweeped. This operation enables the quick
matching and querying of data of across many rows.

be possible through the use of more powerful charge pumps.

5.3. Alternative pLUTo Architectures

5.1.2. pLUTo-Enabled Row Buffer. In DRAM, each sense
amplifier in the row buffer can only one value, following the
activation of a memory row; this is not sufficient for the execution of the row sweeping operation, given the necessity
to store intermediate results corresponding to index matches
as they become available, following each row activation. To
enhance DRAM row buffer with support for this, we connect
one additional flip-flop (FF) to every sense amplifier in the
row buffer via a switch (shown in Figure 2 (c)). The set of FFs
constitutes a FF buffer. If a switch is enabled by the matchline
signal, data in the sense amplifier is copied to the corresponding FF. As we can drive each matchline signal independently,
data in the row buffer can be partially written to the FF buffer.
This capability enables more complex data management operations such as gather-scatter, which we use to enable our new
LUT-based operations.

To offer more flexibility to the system architect, we provide
two additional variants to the pLUTo architecture with different trade-offs in throughput, area efficiency, and energy efficiency: 1) pLUTo-GSA (Gated Sense Amplifier) and 2) pLUToGMC (Gated Memory Cell). We refer to the design presented
in Section 5.1 as pLUTo-BSA (Buffered Sense Amplifier). Table 1 qualitatively tabulates the trade-offs of each design. Each
design can be used in largely the same way as pLUTo-BSA.
We explain the subtleties associated with each design next.
Table 1: Qualitative comparison of pLUTo designs.
Area Efficiency
Throughput
Energy Efficiency
Destructive Reads
Data Loading

5.1.3. pLUTo-Enabled Match Logic. As shown in Figure 2 (a), we implement match logic between subarrays that
consist of an array of two-input comparators: 1) the index of
the currently activated row in a pLUTo-enabled subarray and
2) an element in another source subarray. Each comparator
outputs N matchline signals, where N is the bit width of each
LUT entry. Each matchline connects to the switch belonging
to the corresponding FF in the pLUTo-enabled row buffer, as
shown in Figure 2 (c). If the two inputs of the comparator
match, each of the N output matchlines from the comparator
are driven high. Otherwise, the matchlines are driven low.

pLUTo-GSA
High
Low
Low
Yes
After every use

pLUTo-BSA
Medium
Medium
Medium
No
Once

pLUTo-GMC
Low
High
High
No
Once

5.3.1. pLUTo-GSA: Gated Sense Amplifier. pLUTo-GSA
provides superior area efficiency over pLUTo-BSA, at the expense of reduced throughput and energy efficiency. pLUToGSA differs from pLUTo-BSA in its row buffer design and
implementation of the row sweep operation.
pLUTo-GSA Row Buffer. Each sense amplifier in the pLUToGSA’s row buffer includes a switch that is controlled by the
matchline signal and connects the sense amplifier to the bitline
(Figure 4 (a)). When the switch is enabled, the sense amplifier
can sense the value on the bitline. Since pLUTo-GSA does not
use an FF buffer to aggregate data, this design has a smaller
area overhead than pLUTo-BSA. However, activating cells
connected to bitlines that are not attached to their respective
sense amplifier (i.e., the matchline is driven low by the match
logic) destroys their contents. Activations performed during
the row sweep operation are thus potentially destructive, and
hence LUTs must be loaded into the pLUTo-enabled subarrays
before every pLUTo LUT Query.
Row Sweep Operation. Since row activations are destructive in pLUTo-GSA, the row sweep operation does not require issuing a precharge command following each activation.
Instead, it is possible to issue a single precharge command
at the end of the row sweep operation. The total time required to perform a row sweep in pLUTo-GSA is therefore

5.2. Subarray-Level Parallelism
pLUTo’s performance can be further improved by leveraging
parallelism across subarrays, as demonstrated in MASA [70]
(see Section 2.2). The degree of parallelism that can be
achieved is limited by the JEDEC DRAM Standard [64, 65],
which specifies a limit for the rate of issuance of activate
commands. This limit is dictated by the tFAW timing parameter, which indicates the time window during which at most
four activate commands can be issued, per DRAM rank. This
constraint prevents the deterioration of the DRAM reference
voltage. DRAM manufacturers have been able to reduce the
value of tFAW in DDR3 chips in recent years [87]. This may
4
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equal to tRC × N + tRP, where tRC is the minimum enforced
time between two consecutive activate commands, tRP is the
precharge time, and N is the total number of rows sweeped.
This is about half the time required for a row sweep operation
compared to pLUTo-BSA.
bitline

matchline

performance gains, as there is no need to repeatedly load LUT
data to the subarray.

5.4. Limitations of the pLUTo Subarray Design
For a single-subarray pLUTo LUT Query. the number of LUT
entries can be increased up to the number of rows in the
subarray. To query LUTs with a greater number of entries, it
is possible to partition a pLUTo LUT Query across subarrays.
Note that partitioning the query does not increase latency
(since pLUTo operates on multiple subarrays simultaneously),
but does increase energy N -fold, for a pLUTo LUT Query
distributed across N subarrays. We reserve the exploration of
this possibility for future work.

bitline

wordline
wordline

matchline

(a)
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Switch
SA

(b)
EN
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SA

Figure 4: pLUTo-GSA (a) and pLUTo-GMC (b) designs.

6. System Integration

5.3.2. pLUTo-GMC: Gated Memory Cell. pLUTo-GMC provides superior throughput and energy efficiency over pLUToBSA, at higher area overhead. pLUTo-GMC differs from the
pLUTo-BSA in its DRAM cell design, row buffer design, and
implementation of the row sweep operation.
pLUTo-GMC DRAM Cell. pLUTo-GMC implements 2T1C
memory cells, instead of the conventional 1T1C DRAM cell
design (that is also used in both pLUTo-GMC and pLUToGSA). The additional transistor in each 2T1C memory cell is
controlled by the matchline, as shown in Figure 4 (b). This
enables fine-grained control of which cells in an activated
row share charge with its respective bitline. This significantly
contributes to minimizing the energy consumption of this
design, but also requires a higher area overhead.
pLUTo-GMC Row Buffer. pLUTo-GMC places an additional
switch between the sense amplifier and its enable signal, which
is enabled by the matchline signal (shared by cells attached to
the same bitline). This switch ensures that the sense amplifier
does not drive a value on the bitline if the cell is not also
attached to the bitline. This enables pLUTo-GMC to both
perform back-to-back activations without a precharge and
save on energy costs for enabling the sense amplifier.
Row Sweep Operation in pLUTo-GMC. Two key features
of our pLUTo-GMC design enable it to perform the row sweep
operation almost twice as fast as pLUTo-BSA, by using back to
back activations without precharging. First, a sense amplifier
is only enabled when there is a match in the corresponding
match logic. This means that activations only disturb bitlines
whose associated matchline signals are driven high and the remaining bitlines are maintained at the nominal bitline voltage
level (in the precharged state). Second, since a LUT query only
has one match in a LUT, the sense amplifier is only enabled
for a single row activation during an entire pLUTo LUT Query.
Therefore, we can guarantee that back to back activates will
not open the gating transistors of any two cells sharing the
same bitline, and thus will not destroy the data in the cell. As
in pLUTo-GSA, the total time required to perform a row sweep
in pLUTo-GMC is equal to tRC × N + tRP. In addition, due
to the presence of gating transistors, pLUTo-GMC does not
destroy the data in the LUTs; this translates into considerable

This section describes pLUTo’s system integration stack,
which enables pLUTo to interoperate seamlessly with the
host system.

6.1. Extending the ISA: the pluto_op
All pLUTo LUT Queries (defined in Section 4) executed in
a pLUTo-enabled DRAM have a one-to-one correspondence
with a pluto_op instruction, defined as follows:
pluto_op(src, dst, lut_subarr, lut_size, lut_bitw)

and dst are the physical addresses of the source and
destination rows, respectively. lut_subarr is the physical
address of the pLUTo-enabled subarray where the LUT is
stored. lut_size is the number of LUT entries, i.e., the number of rows to sweep; for example, a 4-bit-input LUT contains 24 = 16 elements, and thus requires the sweeping of
16 rows. lut_bitw specifies the bit width of the LUT entries; this value must be given in addition to lut_size, for
example, due to the possibility that the 2N LUT entries are
zero-padded, and therefore have wider bit widths than N . The
pluto_op instruction always operates at the granularity of
DRAM rows, such that operating on an S-byte input requires
⌈ DRAM Srow size ⌉ pluto_op instructions.
src

6.2. pLUTo API Code
Figure 5 shows a simple example of the implementation of the
following multiply-and-add operation between three vectors
A (2-bit), B (2-bit), and C (4-bit): A ⊙ B + C. A reference implementation in the C programming language is shown in Figure 5 a .
To express this program using pLUTo instructions, the programmer leverages the pLUTo API to express memory row
operations as shown in Figure 5 b . For added programmer
convenience, the pLUTo API supports pseudo-instructions
(e.g., pluto_add, pluto_mul) which the compiler can automatically translate to pLUTo instructions (i.e., pluto_op, bit
shifting, bitwise logic). The pLUTo API may be extended
by the programmer with additional pseudo-instructions by
specifying the desired mapping between inputs and outputs
using a LUT. Unlike the reference implementation, the pLUTo
API source code requires: 1) the allocation of memory for the
5
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Figure 5: The role of pLUTo’s system integration stack, shown for the sample C code in a . The subsequent steps consist
of: b implementation using the pLUTo API; c analysis of the data dependency graph; d execution of the pLUTo runtime
library; e operation of the pLUTo controller to enable in-memory execution. For brevity, d only shows the conversion of the
multiplication operation to the corresponding pLUTo operation. The same procedure should be performed for the addition.

input (A,B,C), temporary (tmp), and output (out) arrays; 2)
the execution of the desired vectorized operations using the
provided abstractions (for the current example, element-wise
multiplication and element-wise addition). This programming
paradigm is analogous to CPU/GPU SIMD programming.

One-Shot Operations. Many common functions (e.g., arithmetic and nonlinear operations) can be directly expressed
with LUTs. In such cases, it is possible to translate the API
pseudo-instruction by 1) defining the function in question at
compile time (e.g., the LUT to be used for color grading) 2)
memoizing the results for all inputs, and 3) storing the ensuing
results in a LUT. As a result, all inputs, outputs and LUTs can
be allocated, instantiated, used, and deallocated automatically.

6.3. Data Dependency Graph: Operation Analysis
For added programmer ease-of-use, the compiler analyses the
data dependencies between pLUTo operands, and automatically determines 1) the DRAM row where they are stored,
and2) the DRAM intra-row data layout (i.e., the alignment
of input elements in the input row, and the position of the
significant bits in each input element). An example of one
such optimization process is shown in Figure 5 c , with the
corresponding memory mapping depicted in Figure 5 e . In the
first stage of this example, 2-bit operands A and B are stored
in the same subarray to perform a LUT-based element-wise
multiplication. The 2 bits of information are stored in bits
[3:2] for every byte of A; likewise, each element is stored in
bits [1:0] for every byte of B. The intra-row data layout of
these two operands allows them to be combined simply by
performing an in-DRAM bitwise Ambit-OR [108] operation.
In the second stage, the result of the first pLUTo LUT Query
is copied to the subarray where operand C is stored. A similar
procedure then takes place again, this time combining the
result of the previous operation (whose 4-bit values are stored
in bits [3:0] of every byte in the memory row) with operand
C (whose 4-bit values are stored in bits [7:4] of every byte in
the memory row). The output of this 4-bit element addition
is a 5-bit value, as shown in the final result of Figure 5 c . In
general, three types of operations may be identified as a result
of this analysis, which we now describe.

Two-Operand Functions. Another common type of operation involves the combination of two inputs. Consider the
element-wise product of two vectors, as shown in the first
pLUTo pseudo-instruction provided in Figure 5 b . As in the
one-shot scenario, it is possible to perform a one-time effort
to memoize all results for any possible input, and to perform
the associated LUT queries. In this case, however, there is
a challenge concerning ideal data mapping: since the inputs
to the LUT must be derived by combining two independent
source arrays (stored in different memory rows), an additional
step is required to combine them. This step can be trivially performed with a bitwise OR operation if, as shown in Figure 5 c ,
the intra-byte alignment of the data in the two input vectors
allows it. Therefore, one of the roles of the pLUTo compilation
framework concerns the analysis of these data dependencies
to determine the ideal mapping of data in advance. This is
a well-understood problem in the domain of compilers (e.g.,
data dependency verification during register allocation [3]),
and it is therefore straightforward to derive mappings that
optimize the in-memory movement of data for real-worldsized sequences of pLUTo operations. In situations where it
is not possible to immediately obtain the ideal mapping, an
additional bit shifting step is required prior to the execution
of the OR-based combination step. Since pLUTo supports bit
shifting operations using the intra-lane shifting design pro6

posed in [83], this operation can be performed in-situ with
low overhead.
Early Termination of the Row Sweep. During the course
of a pLUTo LUT Query, if all the LUTs to be queried contain
fewer entries than the number of rows in the pLUTo-enabled
subarray where they are stored, it is possible to reduce the
latency and energy cost of the pLUTo LUT Query operation
by terminating the row sweep early. In effect, the number of
rows to sweep is determined by the bit width of each input
element to be queried. One convenient upshot of this is that
pLUTo performs especially well for querying small LUTs. Each
increase of 1 bit per input element causes the LUTs to contain
twice as many entries, and therefore approximately doubles
the latency and energy consumption of the pLUTo LUT Query.

Loading From Memory. If a LUT already exists in memory, the most efficient way to reuse it is by copying it to the
designated pLUTo-enabled subarray using LISA-RBM [30].
Loading From Secondary Storage. LUTs can be generated
at compile-time and stored together with the application binary file. In this case,these LUTs can be loaded together with
the application code from secondary storage into main memory at runtime, for example using a direct memory access
(DMA) operation. We evaluate this process in Section 8.5.

6.6. Runtime Library
As shown in Figure 5 d , the runtime library translates the
pLUTo pseudo-instructions it receives as input to pluto_op
instructions, which can be parsed by the pLUTo controller
that issues the sequence of row sweep DRAM commands required to execute the pLUTo LUT Query. To achieve this,
the runtime library holds bookkeeping records for 1) which
operands, and 2) which LUTs are mapped in which memory
locations. Using this information, this library is able to perform a direct translation to the {src, dst, lut_subarray,
lut_size, lut_bitwidth} tuple required to construct each
atomic pluto_op operation.

6.4. Data Dependency Graph: Source Data
As shown in Figure 3 and discussed in Section 4, the pLUTo
LUT Query requires that 1) the source row buffer, 2) the LUT
subarray, and 3) the output row buffer be adjacent in memory.
In addition, all input elements for a pLUTo LUT Query must
reside in the same memory row.
For this reason, it is important to designate dedicated memory data structures to hold input/output data in a way that
maximizes row utilization and, by extension, LUT utilization
and operation efficiency. To this end, we define a custom memory allocation operation, the pluto_alloc, which allocates
memory addresses while considering the above requirements.
This operation reserves space in memory for an operand, and
to do so receives 1) the size of this operand, in bytes, and 2)
the bitwidth of each vector element. The allocation procedure
then ensures that the vectors are allocated starting from the
beginning of a memory row, and that they are interleaved in
memory in a way that ensures the preservation of free space
for the storage of the LUTs where the pLUTo LUT Query will
be performed.

6.7. The pLUTo Controller
The pLUTo Controller, which is integrated in the DRAM controller, completes the pLUTo system integration stack by 1)
enabling the pLUTo LUT Query operation mode for DRAM
subarrays prior to the execution of pLUTo LUT Queries (this
signals to the subarray that the match logic should be used,
and that a row sweep sequence is about to take place), 2) translating pluto_op operations to a sequence of DRAM activate
and precharge commands, and 3) disabling the pLUTo LUT
Query operation mode for DRAM subarrays upon completion
of the operation (which ensures that these subarrays can once
again be used exclusively for data storage and retrieval).

6.8. Limitations of the pLUTo System Integration
Stack

6.5. Data Dependency Graph: LUT Data

Address Translation. Ensuring the physical proximity of the
intervening source, LUT and destination memory addresses
associated with a pLUTo LUT Query requires knowledge of
their corresponding physical addresses. This challenge can
be overcome with the use of our proposed pluto_alloc operation, which ensures the correct layout and placement of
data in memory. The operating system can be made aware
of the physical mapping of the involved memory subarrays,
banks and ranks, either 1) by employing the help of a memory controller which is able to provide this information as
required, or 2) with an a priori reverse-engineering effort that
allows the memory mapping scheme to be recover (e.g., as
proposed by [23]). Since the memory allocations are registered in the CPU’s TLB (given that the pLUTo instructions are
issued to the pLUTo controller by the CPU), the CPU cannot
overwrite pLUTo-specific data, since the two co-exist in the
same memory address space.

The LUTs associated with specific application segments that
benefit from their use need to be loaded to the appropriate
locations in DRAM. The ideal memory location for them is also
determined as part of the data dependency graph analysis step.
This is a four-step process: 1) identify the degree of parallelism
supported by the memory; 2) coordinating the placement of
LUT data such that it is in proximity to the subarrays that
store source data; 3) compute the memory addresses for these
LUTs, 4) copy the LUT contents to these memory locations
upon application start-up, as soon as this data is available.
The data to be stored in LUTs may become available in one of
three ways:
Generation From Scratch. The first time a LUT is generated,
all of its values must be computed from scratch. This procedure can be performed with lazy execution, for applications
that require LUTs which cannot be pre-computed.
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Table 2: System configuration for simulations.

Coherence. pLUTo does not provide a mechanism to enforce
coherence between the data stored in pLUTo subarrays and
the data stored in other locations in the system (e.g., CPU
caches, GPU memory, accelerator memory, secondary storage).
For this reason, coherence is managed implicitly, by locking
any CPU-side changes to data structures which are currently
allocated to pLUTo. This is analogous to prior mechanisms in
GPU programming [29, 123].

Parameter

Configuration

Processor
Last-Level Cache

Intel Xeon Gold 5118 [63]
64-Byte cache line, 8-way set-associative, 16.5MB
DDR4 2400MHz, 8GB, 1-channel, 1-rank, 4-bank
groups, 4-banks per bank group, 512 rows per
subarray, 8 kB per row
17-17-17 (14.16 ns)
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti [91]
HMC Model [62], 1.25 GHz on-die core clock,
10 W on-die core TDP, with support for bitwise
operations [108] and bit shifting [83].
Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 [125]
16-subarray parallelism unless stated otherwise

Main Memory
Main Memory Timings
GPU

7. Methodology

NDP

We evaluate the three proposed designs of pLUTo (pLUToGSA, pLUTo-BSA and pLUTo-GMC). Our implementations
assume the parallel operation of 16 subarrays with 8 kB row
buffers for DDR4 pLUTo and 512 subarrays with 256 B row
buffers for 3D-stacked (HMC-based [100]) pLUTo. Despite the
difference in subarray count and row buffer size between the
DDR4 and 3DS configurations, they provide the same effective parallelism at the operation level, and therefore constitute
comparable design points. We compare the performance of
each pLUTo configuration against four baselines: 1) a stateof-the-art CPU implementation, 2) a state-of-the-art GPU implementation, 3) an implementation in a near-data processing
(NDP) accelerator, 4) an implementation in an FPGA.

FPGA
pLUTo

7.2. Workloads
Table 3 shows the names and characteristics of the workloads
we analyze. Many of these workloads require the execution
of operations which cannot be executed trivially using existing Processing-using-Memory designs, and which pLUTo
implements using LUT-based computing. Examples of these
challenging operations include 1) substitution tables, as required by cipher algorithms such as Salsa20 and VMPC, 2)
polynomial division, required by the CRC algorithm, and 3)
image binarization, which in prior bulk bitwise accelerator proposals require several bit masking steps and large sequences
of bitwise logical operations. All workloads used 100MB of
input data except when stated otherwise in the table below.
We determined this size to be representative for modern applications while simultaneously highlighting the limitations of
the existing memory hierarchy by limiting the cache utilization. For this input size, the relative time spent loading LUTs
relative to computation is about 2.5%.

7.1. Evaluation Frameworks
We evaluate the CPU and GPU baselines on real systems. We
evaluate the FPGA baseline using high-level synthesis (HLS)
implementations of the evaluated workloads, created with
Vitis 2020.1 [126] and Vivado 2020.1 [127], and perform a
post-synthesis simulation for a state-of-the-art Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale ZCU102 FPGA [125]. For the evaluation of the NDP
baseline, we simulate an HMC-based system [62] with support
for bulk bitwise operations as described in [108], and shifting as described in [83]. We simulate various configurations
of pLUTo on both DDR4 [65] and HMC [62] memory models using a custom-built simulator, which we plan to release
under an open source license. Our simulator estimates the
performance of pLUTo operations by parsing the sequence
of memory commands required to perform them and enforcing the memory’s timing parameters. The simulator then
outputs the total time elapsed to complete the sequence of
commands, as well as the energy consumption of the memory
during the course of the operation. We evaluate the energy
consumption and area overhead of pLUTo configurations using CACTI 7 [22] DDR4 and HMC models. These models
supply the energy consumption of each memory command
and the area of each memory component. Using these values,
we extrapolated pLUTo’s energy consumption and area overhead by considering the transistor count associated with the
logic required to implement its functionality, including 1) the
addition of the match logic, 2) modifications to the subarray
architecture and memory controller, and 3) the addition of the
pLUTo controller. Table 2 shows the main parameters that we
use in our evaluations.

Table 3: Evaluated workloads.
Name

Parameters

Vector Addition, LUT-based [117]
Element width: 4 bits
Vector Point-Wise Multiplication [117]
Q Format: Q1.7, Q1.15
Bitwise Logic (NOT, AND, OR, XOR, XNOR) # LUT entries: 4
BC-4: 4 bits, 16-entry LUT;
Bit Counting
BC-8: 8 bits, 256-entry LUT
CRC-8/16/32 [120]
Packet size: 128 bytes
Salsa20 [24], VMPC [136]
Packet size: 512 bytes
3-channel 8-bit image, 936000
Image Binarization
pixels; threshold: 50%
One 3-channel 8-bit image,
Color Grading
936000 pixels; 8-bit to 8-bit

8. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate pLUTo’s correct operation (Section 8.1), performance (Section 8.2), energy efficiency (Section 8.3), and area overhead (Section 8.4). We also carry out
performance sensitivity analyses to understand the cost of
loading LUTs (Section 8.5). Finally, we discuss how pLUTo
compares to prior works (Section 8.6).
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intensive workloads, which for this set are Salsa20 and VMPC.
This demonstrates the benefit of performing computation inmemory for workloads that are especially data-intensive.

8.1. SPICE Simulation

Speedup per unit area

We carried out circuit-level SPICE simulations using DRAM
cell models to verify the correct functionality of pLUTo. Our
results show that the proposed changes do not introduce errors
in DRAM operation. The observed disturbances to the final
voltage in the bitline after the activation of a row correspond
to 0.9% of the reference value.

8.2. Performance

Speedup

1 × 104
1 × 103
1 × 102
1 × 101
1 × 100
1 × 10−1
1 × 10−2

pLUTo−GSA
pLUTo−BSA

pLUTo−GMC
pLUTo−GSA−3DS

pLUTo−GSA
pLUTo−BSA

pLUTo−GMC
pLUTo−GSA−3DS

pLUTo−BSA−3DS
pLUTo−GMC−3DS

1 × 102
1 × 100
1 × 10−2
1 × 10−4

CRC−8

CRC−16

CRC−32

Salsa20

VMPC

ImgBin

ColorGrade

GMEAN

Figure 7: Normalized speedup of GPU, NDP, and pLUTo relative to CPU. pLUTo parallelizes operations across 16 subarrays. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale; higher is better.

Figure 6 plots absolute speedups relative to the CPU, GPU,
and NDP baselines for the considered pLUTo design points.
We make three key observations. First, we observe that, for
the DDR4 (3DS) implementation, the pLUTo-BSA/pLUToGMC designs outperform the GPU baseline by 1.53× (2.12×)
/ 18.38× (25.52×), and the NDP baseline by 3.02× (4.20×) /
36.34× (50.52×), respectively; pLUTo-GSA (both DDR4- and
3DS-based) performs comparably to the GPU and outperforms
the NDP baseline. Second, we observe that the 3DS-based
pLUTo consistently outperforms its DDR4 counterparts, due
to HMC’s lower value of tRC and therefore faster overall lut
querying times. Third, we observe that the CRC workloads
show the least overall benefit from execution in pLUTo. The
speedup in these workloads is bottlenecked by a serial reduction step, which must be performed in the CPU (2D pLUTo) or
in the logic layer (pLUTo-3DS). Nevertheless, the acceleration
of the parallel portion of the CRC workloads still allows nearly
all pLUTo design points to achieve performance comparable
to that of the GPU baseline.
GPU
NDP

GPU
NDP
1 × 104

8.2.2. Comparison with FPGA. FPGAs often provide superior performance and energy efficiency. Since they implement
logic functionality using LUTs, as pLUTo does, it is important
to compare the performance of the two approaches. Figure 8
shows performance of pLUTo compared to the baseline FPGA
implementation. We observe that pLUTo is able to outperform
the baseline in this scenario for all considered workloads. As
expected, the greatest gains are observed for workloads that
rely on smaller LUTs (e.g., BC4, ImgBin), and the smallest
gains correspond to operations with large input bit widths
(e.g., MUL16).
pLUTo−GSA
pLUTo−BSA

pLUTo−GMC
pLUTo−GSA−3DS

pLUTo−BSA−3DS
pLUTo−GMC−3DS

Speedup

1 × 104
1 × 103
1 × 102
1 × 101
1 × 100

pLUTo−BSA−3DS
pLUTo−GMC−3DS

ADD4

ADD8

MUL8

MUL16

BC4

BC8

CRC−8 CRC−16 CRC−32 ImgBin GMEAN

Figure 8: pLUTo speedup relative to FPGA baseline.

8.3. Energy Efficiency
CRC−8

CRC−16

CRC−32

Salsa20

VMPC

ImgBin

ColorGrade

Figure 9 shows the energy efficiency achieved when executing
each of the evaluated workloads on different pLUTo configurations. We report the energy consumption for the GPU
and NDP baselines, and for all proposed 2D and 3D pLUTo
designs. We make two key observations. First, the average
energy consumption of the GPU implementation is higher
than pLUTo, but lower than pLUTo-3DS. This is because HMC
memory is comprised of smaller rows, which increases the
overall number of activations required and consequently, the
overall energy consumption. Second, we observe that pLUTo
is able to outperform the GPU for most simple operations (e.g.,
ImgBin), but falls short as operation complexity increases (e.g.,
CRC). This trend is consistent with our observations relative
to workload performance discussed earlier in this section.

GMEAN

Figure 6: Speedup of GPU, NDP, and pLUTo relative to the
baseline CPU. pLUTo parallelizes operations across 16 subarrays. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale; higher is better.

8.2.1. Performance per Area. Figure 7 shows the speedup
per unit area of each pLUTo configuration, relative to the CPU,
NDP, and GPU baselines. Area values for the CPU/GPU baselines refer to total chip area for each of these devices, while
area values for the NDP baselines refer to the total area available in the logic layer of 3D-stacked memories (4.4 mm2 per
vault in HMC-like devices [26, 27, 62]). We make three key observations. First, all pLUTo designs outperform the GPU and
NDP, on average. This improvement is considerably greater
than the one observed in Figure 6, when normalized to the
area of each design. Second, the performance improvement
of pLUTo-3DS is less noticeable in this plot. This leads to the
observation that the performance of pLUTo is roughly proportional to the area of the memory technology in which it is
implemented, at least for the well-established DDR4 and HMC
memory technologies considered in our evaluation. Third,
we especially observe improvements for the most memory-

8.4. Area Overhead
Table 4 shows a breakdown of the estimated area overheads,
per DRAM component. These estimates are derived from
transistor counts and the area models of CACTI 7 [22].
pLUTo-BSA. We estimate that the sense amplifier switch and
FF (shown in Figure 2 (c)) incur a 60% area overhead for the
sense amplifiers. The total overhead of pLUTo-BSA is 16.7%
of the DRAM chip area.
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Energy Efficiency
Compared to CPU

GPU
NDP

pLUTo−GSA
pLUTo−BSA

pLUTo−GMC
pLUTo−GSA−3DS

able to address this limitation by exploiting alternatives to conventional bit-parallel algorithms. For example, it is possible to
efficiently realize arithmetic operations in Ambit [108] using
bit-serial algorithms. Nevertheless, we argue that the additional flexibility afforded by pLUTo’s native support for LUT
operations allows it to outperform prior PuM architectures in
meaningful and substantive ways. We substantiate this claim
with Table 5, which shows the time for each of a set of operations of interest, under each of the architectures mentioned
above. In each case, we assume the use of ideal data layouts
and report the best-case achievable performance for each design. For example, in the case of bitwise operations between
input sets A (’a1 a2 ...’) and B (’b1 b2 ...’), under the LUT-based
paradigm all input operands are shuffled (’a1 b1 a2 b2 ...’), and
for all prior PuM designs input sets A and B are ideally stored
in two separate memory rows. We note that changes at the
system level are required to support the ideal data mapping
schemes that maximize pLUTo’s performance. To maximize
fairness, the memory capacity for each design is such that
the area overheads for all designs remain in a narrow range
similar to the overhead of commodity DRAM devices.

pLUTo−BSA−3DS
pLUTo−GMC−3DS

1 × 104
1 × 102
1 × 100
CRC−8

CRC−16

CRC−32

Salsa20

VMPC

ImgBin

ColorGrade

GMEAN

Figure 9: Energy efficiency of GPU, NDP, and pLUTo compared to the baseline CPU. pLUTo parallelizes operations
across 16 subarrays. The y-axis uses a logarithmic scale;
higher is better.

pLUTo-GMC. The estimated area overhead per 2T1C DRAM
cell (shown in Figure 4 (a)) is 25%. The total area overhead of
pLUTo-GMC is 23.1% of the DRAM chip area.
pLUTo-GSA. The estimated area overhead of the switch
(shown in Figure 4 (b)) is 20% of the area of a sense amplifier,
per bitline. The total area overhead of pLUTo-GSA is 10.2% of
the DRAM chip area.

2

Area (mm )

Table 4: Area breakdown of a commodity DRAM chip and of
the three pLUTo designs (GSA, BSA, GMC).
DRAM Cell
Local WL Driver
Sense Amplifier
Other

DRAM
45.23
12.45
11.39
1.16

Total

70.23

pLUTo-GSA
45.23
17.06
13.67
1.49
77.44
(+10.2%)

pLUTo-BSA
45.23
17.06
18.23
1.49
82.00
(+16.7%)

pLUTo-GMC
56.53
17.06
11.39
1.49
86.47
(+23.1%)

Table 5: Comparison of operations supported by pLUTo
against prior PuM works. We report values for the pLUToBSA implementation, operating in parallel across 4 subarrays.
Performance per area and energy efficiency values are normalized to pLUTo-BSA.

8.5. LUT Loading Overhead

Fraction of Time
Spent Loading Data

Figure 10 shows the fraction of total computation time spent
loading LUT data (y-axis), relative to the total volume of data
that is queried (x-axis). For example, to query around 20 MB
worth of data from scratch (x-axis), roughly 10% of the execution time would be spent loading the data into memory
(y-axis), and 90% of the execution time would be spent performing pLUTo LUT Queries. We make two key observations.
First, we observe that it is sufficient to process 1.9 MB of data
(u in Figure 10) for the LUT loading time to equal the LUT
query time. Second, we observe that, as the volume of data
to be processed increases, the fraction of time spent loading
the LUTs into memory quickly decreases. For example, for
120 MB (s in Figure 10), the fraction of time spent with LUT
loading is about 2%.

Capacity
Area (mm2 )
Power (W )
NOT (ns)
AND (ns)
OR (ns)
XOR (ns)
XNOR (ns)
Performance Per Area
(higher is better)
Energy Efficiency
(higher is better)
4-bit Addition (ns)
4-bit Multiplication (ns)
4-bit Bit Counting (ns)
8-bit Bit Counting (ns)
Performance Per Area
(higher is better)
Energy Efficiency
(higher is better)
6-bit to 2-bit LUT Query (ns)
8-bit to 8-bit LUT Query (ns)
Binarization (ns)
Exponentiation (ns)

100%
80%

Ambit [108]
8 GB
61.0
5.3
135.0
270.0
270.0
585.0
585.0

SIMDRAM [54]
8 GB
61.1
5.3
135.0
270.0
270.0
585.0
585.0

LAcc [34]
8 GB
54.8
5.3
135.0
270.0
270.0
450.0
450.0

DRISA [83]
2 GB
65.2
98.0
207.6
415.2
415.2
691.9
691.9

pLUTo
8 GB
70.5
11
105.0
165.0
165.0
165.0
165.0

0.54

0.54

0.67

0.37

1.00

0.54

0.54

0.67

0.02

1.00

5081.0
19065.0
2936.0
6901.0

1585.0
7451.0
1156.0
2696.0

1142.3
5365.4
-

1756.5
8250.1
6649.9
13580.0

1920.0
1920.0
120.0
1920.0

0.34

0.45

1.00∗

0.17

1.00

0.69

0.94

2.00∗

0.02

1.00

-

-

-

-

480.0
1920.0
1920.0
1920.0

− indicates that the operation is not supported by the proposed mechanism.
∗ indicates that the result was obtained from partial data.

60%
40%

We draw three key conclusions from Table 5. First, we
observe that due to their complexity some operations (e.g.,
binarization, exponentiation) cannot be implemented in a
time-efficient manner using any prior designs. In pLUTo, it is
possible to perform exponentiation with high efficiency when
operating on small bit widths (for best results, up to 8 bits).
Second, we observe that pLUTo performs bitwise logic operations at rates that match or exceed those of all prior works.
This result is consequential since it shows that, with proper
data alignment, LUT-based computing outperforms even specialized designs. Third, we observe that pLUTo consistently
outperforms all three other approaches for most of the con-

20%
0

20

40
60
80
100
120
Volume of Queried Data (MB)

140

Figure 10: Fraction of time spent setting up LUTs as a function
of the volume of data to be queried.

8.6. Comparison With Prior Works
As summarily demonstrated in Table 5 and discussed in Section 3, prior PuM architectures (e.g., [34, 83, 108]) achieve very
high throughput and energy efficiency, but do so while supporting a very limited range of operations. These works are
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sidered operations, in performance (absolute and normalized
to area) as well as in energy efficiency. This improvement
is not universal: for instance, pLUTo slightly lags behind all
baselines in the case of 4-bit addition.

operations. While pPIM [114] and LAcc [34], for example,
leverage dedicated LUT hardware for neural network acceleration, the pLUTo LUT Query is suitable for a greater range of
operations (by supporting wider input-output configurations,
with greater throughput and efficiency.) In contrast to pPIM
and LAcc, DRAF [47] employs a DRAM-based FPGA-like
LUT-based computing paradigm. DRAF outperforms FPGA
execution in area and energy efficiency, but lags behind
in throughput and latency. In contrast, pLUTo enables
high-throughput LUT queries, without compromising energy
efficiency. Furthermore, pLUTo subarrays can operate as a
conventional storage medium when not partaking in a pLUTo
LUT Query, so there is no compromise in DRAM capacity,
aside from the area increase for the modifications required by
pLUTo.

9. Case Study: Binary Neural Networks
As shown in Section 8, pLUTo is especially well-suited for
executing limited-precision operations efficiently, since these
operations can be expressed using small LUTs. Building on
this observation, in this section we validate the applicability
of pLUTo for quantized neural networks, an emerging machine learning application. As a proof-of-concept, we evaluate
a quantized version of the LeNet-5 network to classify digits from the MNIST dataset. The inference times for CPU,
GPU and pLUTo are shown in Table 6. For this evaluation,
the CPU is unchanged from Table 2; the GPU is a servergrade NVIDIA P100, commonly used for machine learning
applications, with 16GB of dedicated memory. We make two
key observations. First, pLUTo-16 outperforms both the CPU
(10×, 30× for 1-bit, 4-bit), the GPU (2×, 7×) and the FPGA
(6×, 19×) in inference time. This is because pLUTo operations on reduced bit width data are especially efficient, since
they can be performed in-place as a short sequence of DRAM
commands. Second, pLUTo-16 also achieves considerable energy savings over both the CPU (110×, 109×), the GPU (80×,
81×) and the FPGA (15×, 16×), for both 1- and 4-bit precision.
This reduction can be attributed to the overall mitigation in
data movement, since most operations are performed in-place.
These results strengthen the case for the use of pLUTo in heavily energy-constrained devices, such as IoT and other edge
devices.

Processing-near-Memory (PnM). 3D-stacked memories [2,
28, 69, 98, 134] are an emerging technology that enables the
vertical stacking of memory layers coupled to a logic layer.
This technology provides higher bandwidth compared to 2D
DRAM. pLUTo is a complementary technology to 3D-stacked
memory: indeed, the two can be combined, as shown in Section 8.

11. Conclusion
We introduced pLUTo, a DRAM-based PuM architecture that
enables the energy-efficient storage and bulk query of lookup
tables. We build pLUTo based on the key observation that
enabling in-DRAM LUT-based provides a flexible substrate
to efficiently execute complex operations within DRAM. We
provide (i) the hardware design of three different pLUTo architectures, each one targeting different performance metrics
(i.e., throughput, energy, and area); and (ii) the required system integration support to enable the execution of in-DRAM
pLUTo operations. We evaluate pLUTo against four different
baseline systems using a broad range of applications. Our
evaluation shows that pLUTo outperforms the baseline CPU-,
GPU-, FPGA-, PnM- and PuM-based systems. We believe that
the adoption of pLUTo in real systems will provide significant performance and energy improvements in applications
designed to take advantage of it.

Table 6: LeNet-5 inference times (in µs) and energy (in mJ) for
CPU, GPU, FPGA and pLUTo.
Bit
Width
1 bit
4 bits

Accuracy
[68]
97.4 %
99.1 %

CPU
Time Energy
249
2.2
997
8.7

GPU
Time Energy
56
1.6
224
6.5

FPGA
Time Energy
141
0.3
563
1.3

pLUTo-BSA-16
Time Energy
23
0.02
30
0.08

10. Related Work
To our knowledge, pLUTo is the first work to propose a mechanism to enable the efficient bulk querying of LUTs inside
DRAM to enable the PuM-based execution of complex operations. In this section, we describe relevant prior works.
Processing-using-Memory (PuM). Many prior works
propose various forms of compute-capable memory [1, 2, 4–21, 25, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 38–46, 48, 49, 51, 53–
61, 67, 70–73, 76–78, 81–84, 86, 90, 94–97, 102–104, 106–
112, 115, 118, 124, 128–133, 135].
All these approaches
provide significant performance and energy improvements,
but focus only on a reduced set of operations, e.g. data
movement [30, 107], bulk bitwise operations [1, 84, 108, 128]
or neural network acceleration [33, 34, 38, 83]. By combining
the in-memory pLUTo LUT Query with the fast and efficient
bitwise logic and shifting operations enabled by these prior
works, pLUTo provides support for a much greater range of
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